2018 RecycleMania Case Study Competition
RVCC Recycling Bin Case Study
1. Contact info (name, department, school, email, phone)
Susan Dorward
Facilities & Grounds
Raritan Valley Community College
Susan.Dorward@raritanval.edu
908-526-1200 x8612
2. Focus of Case study
(Summary 25 words or less)

Studying the recycling habits of RVCC employees, and subsequently providing new recycling bins, signs, and
dumpsters.
3. Detailed description of campaign component:
(300 words or less)

Every semester, the Environmental Science and Sustainability (ENVI201) class studies recycling on campus
and comes up with ideas for improvements. Student Deidre Supple had the idea of improving recycling in offices,
and as an intern implemented a study and pilot program in the Science and Engineering building. The study found
that some recyclables were ending up in employee waste bins and not being recycled in the hallway recycling
bins. The pilot program educated employees about recycling and replaced each office’s waste bin with a
comingled recycling bin with a small “buddy” bagless waste bin attached. Employees were expected to sort their
recycling into hallway recycling bins and empty their waste bins into hallway waste bins. The pilot was successful,
so Deidre worked with Housekeeping to roll out the new office bins across campus. After receiving feedback that
more hallway bins were needed, Deidre organized the rollout of 9 new sets of hallway bins. During RecycleMania,
RecycleMania intern Griffen Hurt posted new informational recycling and waste signs above all hallway bins.
Somerset County provided four new recycling dumpsters to accommodate the additional recycling and make it
easier for Housekeeping to collect recyclables across campus.
4. Planning steps & timeline to implement:
List out in bullet format each of the steps involved in planning.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Oct. 2016-Jan. 2017 – Science & Engineering pilot program new bin study and data analysis, with Deidre
emptying the new office bins.
Jan. 2017 – Science & Engineering employees became responsible for emptying their new office bins.
Summer 2017 - Plans made with Housekeeping to purchase office bins for the whole campus.
September 2017 - New office bins and information sheets distributed across campus. Campus-wide email
sent with information sheet.
January 2018 - New sets of hallway bins purchased and distributed across campus.
February 2018 – New recycling and waste informational signs posted across campus.

•

March 2018 - Four new recycling dumpsters provided by Somerset County to accommodate increased
recycling.

5. Resources and stakeholders involved
Explain what budget or in-kind resources where needed, what if any campus dept’s or groups supported the effort, what staff or
volunteers were involved.

Stakeholders: Environmental Science Professor Emilie Stander supervised and paid student intern Deidre
Supple. Sustainability & Energy Coordinator Sue Dorward (Facilities Dept.) supervised and paid
RecycleMania intern Griffen Hurt. Assistant Facilities Manager Philip Weaver and Housekeeping
supervisor Nely Diaz were involved in purchasing and rollout. Housekeeping staff helped distribute the
new bins (and no longer have to service office bins). The Spring 2018 ENVI102 class studied the hallway
recycling bins. Griffen Hurt posted the new signs (in new sign holders mounted by Facilities staff) and
studied the campus dumpsters during RecycleMania.
Budget:
Expenses
$3,802.16 for 333 office bins
$6,518.42 for 27 hallway bins
$600 for 100 sign holders
$490 for Housekeeping and Facilities labor (24.5 hours * $20/hr)
$2,400 for intern wages
$13,810.58 total
Savings
$1,065 per year in plastic bags
$41,250 per year net change in labor for Housekeeping (11 hours/day * $15/hour * 250 days)
$42,315 total per year
6. Describe the Results of this campaign component
a. General results (ex: attracted attention of campus president, campus paper did a news story on the event, etc.)
The pilot showed that with the new office bins, office recycling improved from 70% to 90-100%.
(Science & Engineering employees are good recyclers.) When the new office bins were rolled out
campus-wide, a few employees complained that they needed bags for their waste bins and that
additional hallway bins were needed. Deidre developed a survey and opportunities for feedback and
came up with a plan for new hallway bins and bags. (The bags have not yet been distributed.) The
ENVI102 hallway bin data show that the campus is recycling 80-100% of the recyclables that reach
the hallways. The RecycleMania dumpster data show that bottles/cans and cardboard recycling have
roughly doubled from 2017 to 2018! We attribute some of the recycling increases to Housekeeping’s
and Facilities’ involvement in rolling out the new bins and signs and the convenience of the
additional recycling dumpsters, resulting in increased commitment to recycling (including breaking
down and recycling cardboard). Paper recycling went down because paper usage decreased as more
classes adopted online tools and a charge for excessive printing was implemented.

b. Specific measurable impact figures, if applicable (Ex: Reduced contamination rate 13%, Gathered 316 pledges to
recycle more, etc., 250 people engaged, etc.)

Volume data gathered during RecycleMania in 2017 and 2018 are shown below. Note that we used
different yards-to-pounds conversions each year, based on numbers that RecycleMania provided
under Rules each year, so for a fair comparison we give the results below in yards, not pounds.
Yards
Paper
Cardboard
Bottles & cans

2017
25.6
52.9
51.4

2018
8.76
99.9
106.4

% change
-66%
+88%
+107%

7. What would you do differently in the future?
We would include employees in the planning process so that we could anticipate their needs rather than
responding to them after distributing the office bins. We would roll out the new hallway bins and bag dispensers
prior to distributing the office bins.
8. What advice would you give to another college that wanted to do a similar effort?
Do it! Office recycling makes a huge difference in diversion rates, and it’s easy to cost-justify through savings in
plastic bag purchasing and labor. Having enough hallway bins is essential. And people really appreciate helpful
signs when trying to figure out which hallway bin to use.
9. Photos and Graphics
Please include photos and other visuals below, examples could include social media posts, posters or other graphics related to the
project. Include captions where necessary.

New office bins

Double-sided info sheet provided in new bins and sent as an email attachment

New signs over hallway bins

Please email completed template form and supplemental documents (photos, newspaper articles, website links,
etc. to helpline@recyclemaniacs.org with “RecycleMania Case Study submission-Campus Engagement –
Awareness Campaign” in the subject line. Case study submissions are due no later than Friday, May 11, 2018.

